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Abstract 
Gupta, N. and Yu. Kuz’min, On varietal quotients defined by ideals generated by Fox 
derivatives, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 78 (1992) 165-172. 
We study the quotient groups 6, (G) /V(G) which are defined by Fox derivatives of words in the 
set V of identities of a given variety Y. Among other things we deduce that the dimension 
quotients D,,(G) /y,,(G) are abelian for all groups G and all n. 
Introduction 
Let G be a group. We denote by ZG the integral group ring and by A(G) its 
augmentation ideal. Let V be any variety of groups, V being the set of its 
identities. Let A’,.(G) denote the ideal of ZG generated by the set of values of the 
Fox derivatives of all words u E V. Define the subgroups 6,.(G) = G Cl (1 + 
A\ (G)) and D, (G) = G f’(1 + A(G)A’ ( see the next section for details). It 
is easy to see that D,.(G) (and hence also 6,.(G)) contains the verbal subgroup 
V(G) of G. We prove that if Yis solvable, then the factor group G,.(G)IV(G) is 
nilpotent of class at most 2 (Theorem 3). If V is nilpotent, we prove 6,.(G)/V(G) 
is abelian (Theorem 4). In particular, when V = NC, the variety of nilpotent 
groups of class at most c, then 6,.(G) coincides with the cth dimension subgroup 
D,(G) (=G n (1 + A(G)c)), V(G) coincides with the (c + l)st lower central 
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subgroup 3: +,(G) and we deduce the commutativity of the dimension quotient 
D,.(G) iy, +,(G) for all c Z- 1 (Theorem 5). This contributes towards the general 
structure of the dimension quotients O,,(G) /Y,~ (G) (see, e.g., [4, Problem 201, [ 1, 
Problem V.6. lo]) and complements some previously known results such as the 
commutativity of the dimension residue D,(G) = n n A(G)” for residually nilpo- 
tent groups [2] and the centrality of D,,(G) modulo y,,(G) for metabelian groups 
(see [l, Corollary IV.3.71). W e are unable to exclude the possibility that for 
solvable Y the quotient a., (G) /V(G) is, in fact, always abelian, and/or that for 
nilpotent Y the quotient 6, (G) /V(G) is always central in G/V(G). In particular, 
it is natural to ask: Is the dimension quotient D,,(G)ly,,(G) central in G/y,,(G)? 
This is shown to be the case for n 5 5 (Theorem 7). We also characterize D, (G), 
for an arbitrary variety Y, as the subgroup of fixed points of certain automor- 
phisms of extensions (Theorem 6). 
Commutator identities for G,(G)/V(G) and D,(G)IV(G) 
Let Fbe a 
can write u 
freegrouponx,,x, ,... .Foranywordu=u(x,,x? ,..., x,,)EFwe 
1 uniquely as c (x, - l)ri for some r, E ZF. The elements r, are _ 
called Fox derivatives of the word u and are usually denoted by au/ax,. So, by 
definition, 
u - 1 = c (x, - 1)au/ax, . (1) 
It follows from the equality u,u, - 1 = (u, - 1)~~ + (u, - 1) that 
a(u,u,)/ax, = (au,/l3x,)u, + au,/ax, . (2) 
If G is any group and g,,..., g,, E G, then we shall denote by (au /8x,)( g, , 
. . ) g,,) the value of au/ax, on g,, . . . , g,, that is, the image of au/ax, under the 
homomorphism ZF-+ ZG that sends x, to g;. It is clear from (1) that for any 
g,, . . . 3 g, E G we have the formula 
u(g,, ‘. . 7 g,,) - 1 = c (8, - l)(au/ax,)(g,, . . ) s,,) (3) 
Let Y be an arbitrary but fixed variety of groups with V= V(F) as the 
corresponding fully invariant subgroup of F. Define the ideal Ai (G) of ZG and 
the subgroups 6,-(G) and D,-(G) of G as follows: 
A;.(G) = ideal,,{(aulax,)(g,, . . . , g,,) 1 u E V, g, E G} , 
6,.(G) = G f- (1 + A; (G)) , 
D,.(G) = G n (1 + A(G (G)) . 
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It is apparent from (3) that D,.(G) 2 V(G) an we will be concerned with the d 
quotient groups 6, (G) /V(G) and D, (G) /V(G). It is natural to suppose from the 
very beginning that GE Y so that the quotients reduce to 6,-(G) and D,.(G) 
respectively. 
Suppose we are given an extension 
E:l+A+G+G+l (4) 
with abelian kernel A. As usual we consider A as a right module over ZG via 
conjugation. We shall use additive notation for this module. Let g,, . . , g,, E G, 
g,, . 7 c,, E G be their preimages and a,, . . , a,, E A. As is well known, 
(it can be proved with the help of (2) using induction on the length of u). 
The following well-known fact follows from (5) by taking ~1, = a E A and a, = 1 
for ir2. 
Proposition 1. If in extension (4) the group G E Y, then ZG-module A is 
annihilated by the ideal A;.(G). 0 
An application of the above proposition to the extension 
immediately yields the following: 
Lemma 2. Let G be a group in a variety Y, let M,N be normal subgroups of G 
with M 2 N and MIN ubelian. Then I~,~(G) acts trivially on MIN. 0 
Corollary. The subgroup 6,,.(G) centralizes any normal ubelian subgroup of G. 
Further, since D,.(G) 5 S,.(G), the same is true for D,-(G). I3 
We can now prove the following general result about solvable groups: 
Theorem 3. Let ‘v be a variety of solvable groups with V as its set of identities. 
Then for any group G the quotient 6, (G) IV(G) . is nilpotent of class at most 2. 
Proof. Suppose that GE ?lf. We prove that 6,.(G) . 1s nilpotent of class at most 2 
using induction on the solvability length. Put H = 6,.(G) and consider its derived 
series H > H(‘) > . . . > H(‘) = 1. It follows from Lemma 2 that this series is a 
central series of H. So there is nothing to prove if I = 1,2. Suppose we have 
proved already that all solvable groups of solvability length (1 with central 
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derived series are nilpotent of class 12. Then H/H”-” is nilpotent of class 52 
and since H(‘-‘) is in the centre of H we deduce that H is nilpotent of class 53. 
But then it is metabelian and again 15 2. This completes the proof. 0 
For nilpotent groups we can prove the following result: 
Theorem 4. Let 7 be a variety of nilpotent groups with V as its set of identities. 
Then for any group G the quotient G,.(G)/V(G) is abelian. 
Proof. Suppose that G E ‘V. Let A be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of G. 
Since G is nilpotent it is easy to see that A coincides with its centralizer. By the 
corollary to Lemma 2, 6,.(G) centralizes A. Thus 6, (G) 5 A and the proof 
follows. 0 
In particular, when Y = NC, the variety of nilpotent groups of class at most c, 
then V(G) coincides with Ye+, and 6,.(G) coincides with the dimension 
subgroup D<(G) (=G n (1 + A(G)‘)) ( see, for instance, [3]). Thus, as a corollary 
to Theorem 4, we have the following result: 
Theorem 5. The dimension quotients D,.(G) ly,., , (G) are abelian for all c 2 1. 0 
Remark. The ideals A:.(G) and modules over ZG/A\ (G) have also appeared in 
the literature concerning homology of groups in the variety V” [7, Chapter 3] and 
in the theory of varieties of group representations [6; 9, Chapter 01. 
Characterization of D,(G) as the group of fixed points 
Consider an extension E with abelian kernel A as given by (4). An automor- 
phism of E is defined to be an automorphism cp : G* G that is identity on A and 
on G = G/A. Denote by Aut(E), the group of all such automorphisms. We call 
an element g E G a fixed point of cp E Aut(E) if cp( S) = g for a preimage ,tj E G of 
the element g. Since cp is the identity on A this definition does not depend on the 
choice of 2 and cp fixes all the elements of the coset gA. For convenience we write 
E E 5/‘ if G E ‘Y. We now prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 6. Suppose that G E Y”. Then g E D, (G) if and only if g is a fixed point 
of every autonzorphz’snz cp E Aut(E) for every extensiorz E E YC 
Proof. We prove first that elements of D,.(G) are fixed points of all the 
automorphisms. Suppose that cp is an automorphism of an extension E E ?X Then 
for each g E G, cp( &) = ga,-, where a, E A. Since cp is identity on A, a, = 1 if 
SE A (al, = 0 in additive notation). So the function $j- a,; is constant on cosets 
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#A and consequently induces a function CY : G- A defined by a(g) = g-‘cp( S). 
- - 
The equality cp( g, g2) = cp( g,)cp( gZ) translates to the equality (.y( g, g2) = 
a( g,)g, + (.y( g2). Extending (Y by linearity to the group ring ZG yields a 
derivation which we also denote by (Y. For any s,t E ZG we thus have 
a(a) = a(s)t + &(S)CU(t) , (6) 
where 6 : ZG+22 is the augmentation map. If s E d(G), tE A: (G), then it 
follows from (6) and Proposition 1 that a(st) = 0. So Q!(Y) = 0 for all rE 
A(G)A In particular, if g E D,.(G), then Ly( g - 1) = 0 and in turn a(g) = 0 
(since LY( 1) = 0). This is precisely the statement that cp( @) = j for a preimage j of 
g. We have thus proved that D.,.(G) is element-wise fixed by Aut(E) for all 
extensions E. 
Conversely, let g E G be fixed by Aut(E) for all E. We want to show that 
g E D,-(G). Indeed, we shall define a split extension E and show that D,.(G) is 
the group of fixed points of a single automorphism of E. Define a ZG-module 
A = A(G)/A(G)A;.(G) d an consider the split extension G = AC. The map 
cp : g-+ g(( g - 1) + A(G)A for g E G , 
cp:a+a foraEA, 
defines an automorphism of this split extension. The proof is straightforward. 
Because cp is identity on A it is sufficient to verify that cp( g,)cp( gl) = cp( g, gz) for 
g, ,g, E G. Put J = A(G (G) for brevity. Then, 
cp(g,>cp(g,) = (g,((g, - 1) + J))(&((& - 1) + 4) 
= g,gz((g, - lk, + (8, - 1) + 0 
= g,gz((g,g2 - 1) + 4 = ‘p(g,gz). 
It is evident from the definition that cp(g) = g if and only if g - 1 E A(G)A; 
This is equivalent to g E D,.(G). 0 
Corollary. Let G be a group in a variety Vand A be a normal abelian subgroup of 
G. If an element x E G centralizes A and acts trivially on CIA, then x centralizes 
D,.(G). 
Proof. Consider the extension 
By hypothesis, E E V. Let ‘p, be inner automorphism of G induced by the 
element x. Then, because of the conditions on X, ‘p, E Aut(E). Thus, taking G/A 
as G and G as G in Theorem 6 we have that ‘p, fixes every element of D, (G/A). 
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Since cp, is the identity on A, ‘p, fixes all elements of G,.(G/A), the full pre-image 
of D, (G/A) in G. Evidently, D, (G) 5 6,.(G/A) and the proof follows. 0 
Some remarks on centrality of D,(G)/y,(G) 
Commutativity of the dimension quotients D,,(G) /y,,(G) follows instantly from 
Theorem 5. Whether or not the quotients D,,(G) /y,,(G) are, in fact, central in 
G/y,,(G) remains an open problem. When y1 = 4, G/y,,(G) is metabelian and the 
centrality of D,,(G)/y,,(G) follows from a more general result on metabelian 
groups (see [l, Corollary IV.3.7). We conclude by establishing the centrality of 
D,(G) modulo y,(G) by proving the following: 
Theorem 7. For any group G, [D,(G), G] = r,(G). 
Clearly, it suffices to prove the theorem for finite p-groups. Since D,(G) = 
y,(G) for odd p [5; 1, Corollary IV.l. 121, we may assume that G = 
gp{x,,..., x,,} is a finite 2-group in which X? E G’ (= y?(G)) for some ek = 2ek 
with (Y, 2.. . 2 a,, 2 1 and y5(G) = 1. Since G” s rj( G), it follows from [l, 
Theorem IV.3.21 that if g E D,(G), then 
where d,, E ZG satisfy the congruences d,, = t,a,, = t,h,, mod d(G)’ simultaneous- 
ly for some a,,,b,,eZG, where t,=l+x,+...+xpm’. 
For each k=l,...,n, define 
The following lemma is due to Tahara [8] (see [l, Theorem IV.5.11) which occurs 
in his characterization of D,(G). 
Lemma 8. Let g be as in (7) and let y,, k = 1, . . , n, be us in (8). Zf g E D,(G), 
then 
(i) eidivides (:)a,,, lsi<jsn, and 
(ii) yr E G”$(G) for all k. q 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let g E D,(G) be as given by (7). Then for all h E G, we 
have [g, h] = [II,,, [xfr, x,]“‘~, h]. Expanding modulo rs(G) this gives, in turn, 
[g, h] = n [[xf’, x,]? h] 
I c:, 
= n [x:?, x,, h]“f/ (since [x:‘, G, G, G] = 1) , 
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However. 
n [xf’, h, xi]“/ 
= n [x,, h, x,]‘~“~, n [[x,, h], [x,, x,,-(:)]“~~ 
i ij ‘<I 
= fl [x,, h, X,]‘I’II n [[x,, h], [x,, x,]“/‘~I] (By Lemma S(i)) 
‘Cl ‘<I 
= fl [x,, h, x,]‘~~~~ n [[x,, h], 1x7, x,1”’ 
I<j i<, 
= n [x,, h, x,]“~” 
= n Lx,, h, ~~1’~“~ (by (7)) 
(<I 
Substituting in (9) gives 
[g, h] = n [x,, h, xl]%“1 n [x,, h, x;~]-“~J 
‘Cl ,<I 
= n [xi, h, xT”‘~,] n [x,, h, x,-‘+‘J] 
ICI 1x1 
= (I Lx,, h> Y~I (by (8)) 
E 1 (by Lemma S(ii)) , 
since [xh, h, Gfch] = [x2, h, G’]. This completes the proof. 0 
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